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Chapter 706 Desperate 

Shirley recalled Veronica’s advice: In the workplace, only one’s capability could solve any problem. 

Impulsivity was never the way to solve a problem. Thinking of that, Shirley restrained the anger in her 

heart and replied, “Sure. I will give you a satisfactory answer.” 

“How long? You know, there’s not much time left until the games,” Shawn prodded. The two maintained 

a strong respect for Veronica before, mainly because of her capability. Second, her relationship with 

Matthew made them respect her even more. Now that Matthew was ‘dead,’ she dumped the company 

to Shirley again, so the two of them were naturally dissatisfied. 

Just as Shirley was pondering about it, Jayden decided for her, “I will give you a week at most. You’ll be 

switched to the logistics department if you can’t figure it out.” 

The two were planning to seize power, and she was well aware of that, so her pressure instantly 

increased. Clenching her fists, she agreed to their request. After giving them an OK gesture, she closed 

the document and left the office. 

As the office door was slammed shut, Jayden and Shawn smirked at each other with pride in their eyes. 

lean back and watch the show.” Jayden’s lips curled upward 

eyes while uttering, “By the way, Jay, weren’t you being too much? The three companies you mentioned 

won’t even spare us a glance. It’s impossible for us to collaborate with any of them. You’re 

Shirley returned to the office, she made herself a cup of coffee, sat at the desk, and looked up 

Spinfluence Group, Horizon Group, and Cyberten Holdings. Eventually, she couldn’t 

with them. Once he found out that the Vincere Games was Veronica’s company, she was afraid he 

would 

knew it better than anyone else. Holding the pen, she crossed out the Spinfluence Group on the 

notebook. Only Horizon 

lit up as she thought of Wade. He was now the secretary of Talila Gibson, the president of Horizon 

of great help to me.” Shirley shook her head and 

president. However, the one who answered the call was the secretary, and she was rejected outright. 

Helplessly, Shirley grabbed her bag and drove 

car she drove was a car given to her by Matthew before. At that time, he had been contacting her 

privately to inquire about Veronica’s 

 


